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Abstract

A significant part of current research on (inductive) logic pro-
gramming deals with probabilistic logical models. Over the last
decade many logics or languages for representing such models have
been introduced. There is currently a great need for insight into the
relationships between all these languages. One kind of languages
are those that extend probabilistic models with elements of logic,
such as the language of Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs). Some
other languages follow the converse strategy of extending logic pro-
grams with a probabilistic semantics, often in a way similar to that
of Sato’s distribution semantics.

In this paper we define a mapping from LBNs to probabilistic
logic programs with the distribution semantics.
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1 Introduction

In the fields ofprobabilistic inductive logic programming (PILP)[3] and statistical relational
learning (SRL)[8] there is a large interest in probabilistic logical models. Over the last decade
many different languages for representing such models havebeen introduced.

One class of languages deals with probabilistic extensionsof logic programs. Syntactically
one typically uses logic programs in which facts, clauses, or heads of clauses are annotated
with probabilities. Semantically one often relies (explicitly or implicitly) on Sato’sdistribution
semantics (DS)[15]. We refer to languages that fit this description asDS languages. Examples
of DS languages are PRISM [3, Ch.5], the Independent Choice Logic [13], ProbLog [4] and
Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions [16].

Another popular class of languages deals with extensions ofprobabilistic graphical models
to the relational case. For instance, Markov Logic [8, Ch.12] and Relational Markov Networks
[8, Ch.6] are based on undirected models, while many other languages are based on directed
models: Relational Bayesian Networks [3, Ch.13], Probabilistic Relational Models [8, Ch.5],
Bayesian Logic Programs [8, Ch.10], BLOG [8, Ch.13], CLP(BN ) [3, Ch.6],Logical Bayesian
Networks (LBNs)[5, 6] and others. In this paper we focus on the language of LBNs, which is
strongly related to other languages based on Bayesian networks, especially BLPs and PRMs [5].

The plethora of languages in SRL and PILP is sometimes referred to as ‘alphabet soup’
(consisting of the acronyms of the many languages). There iscurrently a great need for insight
into the relationships between all these languages [2]. Thegoal of this paper is to study the
relationship between LBNs and DS languages.

One tool for obtaining insight into the relationships between various languages is to define
translations or mappings between them [3, Ch.12+13][2]. Inthis paper we show that each LBN
can be mapped to an equivalent Independent Choice Logic (ICL) theory. We also show that
there also exist mappings from LBNs to the other DS languages(ProbLog, PRISM and Logic
Programs with Annotated Disjunctions) and that these mappings are very similar to the one for
ICL. In recent related work we have used these mappings as thebasis for a learning algorithm
for DS languages [7].

We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review ICL and LBNs. In Section 3 we
discuss the mapping from LBNs to ICL. In Section 4 we discuss the mapping from LBNs to
other DS languages. In Section 5 we conclude.

2 Background

We assume familiarity with the basics of logic programming [10] and Bayesian networks [11].

2.1 Independent Choice Logic (ICL)

In the definitions below we assume the existence of two disjoint sets of atoms: the set ofbase
atomsand the set ofderived atoms.

An ICL theory is a pair (R,A) with R an acyclic logic program andA a set of anno-
tated alternatives. Anannotated alternativeis a finite set of base atoms each annotated with
a probability (to be precise, each atomα is annotated with a numberP0(α) ∈ [0, 1] such that∑

α P0(α) = 1). The logic programR in an ICL theory is constrained in the sense that the heads
of the clauses cannot unify with base atoms (only with derived atoms). The set of annotated al-
ternativesA is constrained in the sense that no atom in any alternative can unify with any other
atom in the same or a different alternative. These constraints onR andA are needed to allow
for an ‘independent choice’ of a base atom from each (grounded) annotated alternative. In this
paper we assume that there is a finite number of annotated alternatives inA and thatR is functor
free.
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The semantics of an ICL theory is that it defines aprobability distribution over possible
worlds. A possible worldis an interpretation of all (base and derived) atoms. The distribution
over possible worlds is derived from the annotated alternativesA and the logic programR as
follows. A total choiceis a set of ground base atoms that can be obtained by selectingfrom
each grounding of each annotated alternative inA exactly one atomα. The probability of a total
choiceC is defined as

∏
α∈C P0(α) with P0(α) the probability ofα according to the annotated

alternative that it was selected from. To each total choiceC corresponds one possible world: the
world in which an atom is true if and only if it is entailed byC andR, i.e., if it is in the stable
model ofC ∪R.1 The probability of this world is the same as that of its total choiceC.

The above definitions are essentially those of Poole [13][3,Ch.8]. For the purpose of this
paper, we need one extension to these definitions: the extension of ICL with aggregates. Con-
cretely, we allow aggregate literals in the bodies of the clauses of the logic programR (see the
example in Section 3.2). For this we need an extension of the stable model semantics towards
logic programs with aggregates. We use the extension of Pelov et al. [12]. One potential com-
plication with using this in ICL is that all stable models in ICL are required to be unique and
two-valued [13, p.29]. The stable models of Pelov et al. satisfy these requirements for logic
programs that are ‘aggregate stratified’ [12]. Fortunately, all programs that we consider in this
paper are indeed stratified.

2.2 Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs)

In LBNs [5, 6] we assume that there are some predicates that determine the domain of discourse
and that there is no uncertainty about these predicates. Forexample, in a university domain
we could have predicatesstudent/1, course/1 and takes/2 with the obvious meaning. The
semantics of an LBN is only defined with respect to a given interpretation of these predicates.
We refer to such an interpretation as aninput interpretationfor that LBN.

In LBNs, special predicates are used to represent random variables (RVs). We refer to such
predicates and the corresponding atoms asprobabilistic predicates/atoms. A ground probabilis-
tic atom represents a specific RV, while a non-ground probabilistic atom represents a ‘param-
eterized’ RV. Each probabilistic predicatep has an associated‘random variable declaration’,
which specifies which RVs built fromp exist for a certain input interpretation. Each probabilis-
tic predicate also has an associatedrange, which specifies the (finite) set of values that these
RVs can take. In our university example, probabilistic predicates could begrade/2 with dec-
larationrandom(grade(S,C))← student(S), course(C), takes(S,C) and range{good, ok,
bad}, andgraduates/1 with declarationrandom(graduates(S))← student(S) and range
{yes, no}. When given an input interpretationI (that specifies for instance the predicates
student/1, course/1, and takes/2), we can use the random variable declarations to obtain
the set of all RVs that are defined forI. We denote this set byRV(I).

Another concept in LBNs is that of afirst-order logical probability treefor a probabilistic
predicatep. This is a decision tree in which each internal node containsa boolean test, and each
leaf node contains a probability distribution on the range of p. The purpose of such a tree is to
specify how RVs built from the predicatep depend on the other RVs. An example of a tree for
graduates/1 is given in Figure 1 (the parameterized RVgraduates(S) is called the ‘target’ of
this tree). As this tree shows, two types of tests can be used in internal nodes.

• The first type is a test on the value of a parameterized RV such as grade(S,C)=bad.
Logical variables that occur in such tests but not in the target of the tree, such asC,
are (implicitly) existentially quantified. Hence the testgrade(S,C)=bad checks whether
there exists a courseC for which the given studentS has grade ‘bad’.

• The second type is an aggregate test such asmode(grade(S,C2))=good. Logical vari-
ables that occur in such tests but not in the target of the tree, such asC2, are aggregated

1For negation free programs the stable model is equal to the least Herbrand model.
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grade(S,C) = bad

mode(grade(S,C2)) = good

yes: 0.6 no: 0.4 yes: 0.2 no: 0.8

yes: 0.9 no: 0.1

Figure 1: An example of a first-order logical probability tree for the targetgraduates(S). If a
test in a node succeeds, the left branch is taken, otherwise the right branch.

over. Hence the testmode(grade(S,C2))=good checks whether the most frequent grade
of S over all coursesC2 is ‘good’.

An LBN consists of one random variable declaration and one logicalprobability tree for
each probabilistic predicate. Given an input interpretation I, the trees in an LBN determine
a dependency relation between the RVs inRV(I) (the so-called ‘parent relation’ [5]). If this
dependency relation is acyclic, then we callI a legal input interpretationfor that LBN.

The semantics of an LBN is that itmaps each legal input interpretationI to a probability
distribution over the possible worlds forI. Each possible world is a joint state of the RVs in
RV(I). The probability of a world is defined as a product of conditional probabilities, like in a
Bayesian network. The conditional probability distribution for a particular RV given its parents
is defined by the corresponding probability tree.

3 The Mapping from LBNs to ICL

Poole already showed that any discrete Bayesian network canbe mapped to an ICL theory that
specifies the same probability distribution [3, Ch.8]. In this section we essentially extend this
propositional result to the first-order case.

3.1 Problem Definition

Given an LBN, we want to find an ‘equivalent’ ICL theory. A technical complication is that an
ICL theory directly defines a probability distribution, while an LBN maps input interpretations
to probability distributions.2 Hence we define the mapping problem as follows: givenan LBNL,
find a logic programR and a set of annotated alternativesA such thatfor any input interpretation
I that is legal forL, the probability distributionPLBN of L for I is equal to the probability
distributionPICL of the ICL theory(R ∪ I,A). We refer to the pair(R,A) as theequivalent
ICL theoryof the LBN (this is a slight abuse of terminology since the actual ICL theories involve
notR but R ∪ I).

3.2 The Mapping

In this section we show that (and how)each LBN can be mapped to an equivalent ICL theory.
To map an LBN to an equivalent ICL theory, we need to map the probability tree (and

random variable declaration) of each probabilistic predicate in the LBN. This mapping can be
done for each probabilistic predicate separately. In otherwords, the mapping is local. Mapping
the probability tree for a probabilistic predicatep is essentially done by mapping each path from
the root to a leaf in the tree to a corresponding ICL clause andannotated alternative. In addition,
some auxiliary clauses (not specific to any leaf in the tree) might need to be added to the ICL
theory as well.

2This is a recurring problem when defining mappings between PILP/SRL languages [3, Ch.13].
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Concretely, the procedure for mapping an LBN to an equivalent ICL theory is as follows.
We start from the empty ICL theory. We loop over all probabilistic predicates in the LBN. For
each considered predicatep we perform two steps.

1. As a preprocessing step we annotate the probability tree for p with some information
needed in the next step. In the same process we also create some necessary auxiliary
clauses and add them to the ICL theory.

2. We loop over all leaves of the annotated tree forp. For each considered leaf we create a
corresponding clause and annotated alternative, and add them to the ICL theory.

We now explain these two steps in detail.

3.2.1 Step1: Annotating the Tree and Creating Auxiliary Clauses

3.2.1.1 Main Ideas

The first step is a preprocessing step in which we annotate theconsidered logical probability tree
with some information needed in the next step. Concretely, the goal of the first step is to find for
each node in the tree (leaves and internal nodes) a conjunction of literals that describes the path
from the root to that node. Below we show that this can be done with a recursive procedure.

Annotating the tree sometimes requires the introduction ofnew predicates (that are not used
in the original probability tree). This is the case wheneverthe tree contains a non-aggregate
test that contains a logical variable that does not occur in the target of the tree, such as the test
grade(S,C) = bad in Figure 1 (the variableC does not occur in the target). We call such tests
‘existential tests’because the variables that do not occur in the target (like the variableC) are
existentially quantified (recall Section 2.2). We call the new predicates that need to be introduced
when annotating a tree with existential testsauxiliary predicates. Of course, the definitions of
these auxiliary predicates need to be added to the ICL theorythat is obtained after mapping
the tree. The reason why dealing with existential tests in a tree requires auxiliary predicates is
related to negation, see Section 3.2.2.2 (or see Blockeel [1, Section 5.3.2] for more details).

The procedure that we execute in Step1 for the given probability tree T is shown in Fig-
ure 2. This procedure annotates the nodes ofT , introduces auxiliary predicates, and cre-
ates the auxiliary clauses that define these predicates. This procedure is inspired on theDE-
RIVE LOGIC PROGRAMprocedure of Blockeel [1, Section 5.3.2] for mapping a logical decision
tree to a logic program.3 We explain our procedure further by means of an example.

3.2.1.2 Worked Example

Consider the tree of Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the annotated version of this tree. We now explain
how this is obtained by following ourPREPROCESSprocedure of Figure 2.

• We start by annotating the root of the tree. The current valueof the parameterConj in the
PREPROCESSprocedure istrue. Hence, we annotatethe root withtrue. This indicates
that the root node is always reached.

• Next we have to convert the test in the root (grade(S,C) = bad). The idea is simply to
convert tests that are formulated in terms of parameterizedRVs to a more standard form,
namely a conjunction of first order literals. This is done by giving each probabilistic pred-
icate in the LBN an extra argument denoting the value of the corresponding parameterized
RV. Hence, the testgrade(S,C) = bad is converted to the literalgrade(S,C, bad).

3In comparison to Blockeels procedure our procedure createsfewer auxiliary predicates: our procedure only
creates them when strictly necessary, namely for internal nodes with an existential test, while Blockeel creates them
for every internal node.
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procedure PREPROCESS(T ) {
// T is a first-order logical probability tree

PREPROCESS(T, true)
}

procedure PREPROCESS(T,Conj) {
// T is a first-order logical probability tree
// Conj is a conjunction of literals

if T is a leafthen
annotateT with Conj

else
let Root denote the root node ofT
let Testroot denote the test inRoot
let L (resp.R) denote the left (resp. right) subtree ofT
annotateRoot with Conj
convertTestroot to a conjunctionConjroot of literals
if Testroot is an existential testthen

introduce a new unique auxiliary predicate and corresponding atomAuxAtom
create a clauseAuxAtom← Conj ∧ Conjroot.
PREPROCESS(L,Conj ∧ Conjroot) // left subtree = succeeding branch
PREPROCESS(R,Conj ∧ ¬AuxAtom) // right subtree = failing branch

else
PREPROCESS(L,Conj ∧ Conjroot)
PREPROCESS(R,Conj ∧ ¬Conjroot)

}

Figure 2: Procedure for preprocessing a logical probability tree (this procedure annotatesthe
nodes of the tree and creates clausesthat define the auxiliary predicates).

• Next we check whether the test in the root is an existential test. This is indeed the case:
the variableC is existentially quantified. Hence, we need to introduce a new auxiliary
predicate. The arguments of this auxiliary predicate are the arguments in the consid-
ered test that are not existentially quantified; in this casethis is only S, hence we in-
troduce a unary auxiliary predicateaux/1. The current value of the parameterConj is
true and the value ofConjroot is grade(S,C, bad). Hence we have to create a clause
aux(S)← grade(S,C, bad).

• Now we recursively apply thePREPROCESSprocedure to the two subtrees.

– We start with the left subtree. When the procedurePREPROCESSis called for this
subtree, the input parameterConj in the procedure has the valuegrade(S,C, bad).
Hence, we annotatethe root node of the left subtree withgrade(S,C, bad). This
indicates that this node is reached if and only ifgrade(S,C, bad) is true.

– Next we have to convert the test in this node (mode(grade(S,C2)) = good). This
yields the literalmode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good). Note that for aggregates we use
a syntax like that of thefindall/3 predicate in Prolog.

– Next we check whether the considered test (mode(grade(S,C2)) = good) is exis-
tential. This is not the case (aggregate tests are never existentially quantified since
all free variables in such tests are aggregated over). Henceno auxiliary predicate
needs to be introduced.
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grade(S,C) = bad

mode(grade(S,C2)) = good

yes: 0.6 no: 0.4 yes: 0.2 no: 0.8

yes: 0.9 no: 0.1

true

grade(S, C, bad)

grade(S, C, bad)∧
mode(G, grade(S, C2, G), good) grade(S, C, bad) ∧ ¬mode(G, grade(S, C2, G), good)

¬aux(S)

aux(S)← grade(S, C, bad).

Figure 3: Annotated version of the probability tree shown inFigure 1. The target of this tree is
graduates(S). Conjunctions associated with nodes are shown inblue, auxiliary clauses inred.

– Now we recursively apply thePREPROCESSprocedure to the two subtrees of the left
subtree.

∗ We start with the left subtree of the left subtree; this is theleftmost leaf of the
entire tree. The input parameterConj now has the valuegrade(S,C, bad) ∧
mode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good). Hence we annotatethis leaf with this con-
junction. This indicates that this leaf is reached if and only if this conjunction
is true.

∗ Then we consider the right subtree of the left subtree. This is the middle leaf of
the entire tree. The input parameterConj now has the valuegrade(S,C, bad)∧
¬mode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good) (note the negated atom). Hence we annotate
this leaf with this conjunction.

– Now we are at the right subtree of the entire tree; this is the rightmost leaf. The input
parameterConj has the value¬aux(S). Hence we annotatethis leaf with¬aux(S).
Since we have now traversed the entire tree the procedure terminates here.

3.2.2 Step2: Mapping the Leaves

3.2.2.1 Main Ideas

In the second step we map the annotated tree obtained in the previous step to a set of corre-
sponding ICL clauses and annotated alternatives. This is done by looping over all leaves of
the annotated tree. For each considered leaf we create a corresponding ICL clauseh ← b and
annotated alternativeA.

• The headh is the target atom of the considered tree, again extended with one extra argu-
ment denoting the value of the corresponding parameterizedRV.

• The bodyb is a conjunction of literals and consists of three parts:

– the literals associated with the considered leafl in the annotated tree (recall that
these literals describe the path from the root tol),

– the literals in the body of the random variable declaration of the target of the consid-
ered tree,

– a unique base atom with the same arguments as the headh.

• The annotated alternativeA describes a probability distribution for the above base atom.
This distribution is the same as the distribution in the considered leaf of the tree.

We explain this further with an example.
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3.2.2.2 Worked Example

Consider the annotated tree constructed in the previous section (the tree in Figure 3). This tree
has three leaves.

• Let us start with theleftmost leaf. The corresponding ICL clause for this leaf is the fol-
lowing.

graduates(S, V al)← grade(S,C, bad),mode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good),

student(S), b1(S, V al).

– The first two literals in the body of this clause are the literals that are associated with
the considered leaf in the annotated tree of Figure 3. These two literals describe the
path from the root to this leaf (note that we end up in this leafif the tests in both
internal nodes of the tree succeed).

– The third literal,student(S), comes from the body of random variable declaration
of the target of this tree in the LBN (random(graduates(S)) ← student(S)).
While in this particular case the conditionstudent(S) is redundant, in general such
conditions need to be included to ensure that atoms in the ICLtheory only become
true when appropriate (when they are properly typed, etc., see below).

– The fourth literal in the body,b1(S, V al), is a unique base atom. It is important that
this atom has exactly the same arguments as the head of the clause. In particular, it
is important tonot includeC as an argument in this atom: if we would include it (by
writing b1(S,C, V al)), then we would get a kind of noisy-or effect with as a result
that for someS bothgraduates(S, yes) andgraduates(S, no) could become true
in the same possible world, and this is unwanted because it isnot possible in the
original LBN.

The corresponding annotated alternative for this leaf is the following.

{ P0(b1(S, yes)) = 0.6 , P0(b1(S, no)) = 0.4 }
This specifies a probability distribution for the base atom introduced above. This distribu-
tion is the same as the one in the considered leaf of the tree (yes : 0.6, no : 0.4).

• The mapping of themiddle leaf in the tree is obtained in a very similar way.

graduates(S, V al)← grade(S,C, bad),¬mode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good),

student(S), b2(S, V al).

{ P0(b2(S, yes)) = 0.2 , P0(b2(S, no)) = 0.8 }
• The mapping of therightmost leafis also very similar.

graduates(S, V al)← ¬aux(S), student(S), b3(S, V al).

{ P0(b3(S, yes)) = 0.9 , P0(b3(S, no)) = 0.1 }
Note that the addition of the conditionstudent(S) (originating from the random vari-
able declarationrandom(graduates(S)) ← student(S) in the LBN) to the body of
the clause is really necessary here: if we do not include it, thengraduates(S, V al) can
become true for someS that is not a student (but for instance a course).

The mapping of this leaf also illustrates the necessity of introducing the auxiliary pred-
icateaux/1. One might be tempted to not introduce this predicate and write the above
clause asgraduates(S, V al) ← ¬grade(S,C, bad), student(S), b3(S, V al). However,
this would cause a problem with floundering negation sinceC is a free variable in this
clause. This problem does not occur when using the predicateaux/1 (which is defined as
aux(S)← grade(S,C, bad)) since this ‘hides’ the variableC.
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3.2.3 Summary of the Running Example

In the previous sections we used the probability tree forgraduates(S) shown in Figure 1 as the
running example. All ICL clauses and annotated alternatives that result from mapping this tree
have already been shown in one of the previous sections. For the sake of clarity we now show
all these clauses and annotated alternatives again. We rename the auxiliary predicateaux/1 into
hasBadGrade/1 since this name captures the intuitive meaning of this predicate.

graduates(S, V al)← grade(S,C, bad),mode(G, grade(S, C2, G), good),
student(S), b1(S, V al).

graduates(S, V al)← grade(S,C, bad),¬mode(G, grade(S,C2, G), good),
student(S), b2(S, V al).

graduates(S, V al)← ¬hasBadGrade(S), student(S), b3(S, V al).

hasBadGrade(S)← grade(S,C, bad).

{ P0(b1(S, yes)) = 0.6 , P0(b1(S, no)) = 0.4 }
{ P0(b2(S, yes)) = 0.2 , P0(b2(S, no)) = 0.8 }
{ P0(b3(S, yes)) = 0.9 , P0(b3(S, no)) = 0.1 }

3.2.4 Correctness of the Mapping

In Appendix A we show that the above mapping is correct, i.e.,that it yields an ICL theory that
is indeed equivalent to the given LBN. As is required by the ICL semantics, this ICL theory
is always acyclic, or at least ‘contingently acyclic’ [13, p.30]. This is because, for legal input
interpretations, the dependency relation specified by an LBN is acyclic as well.

Given an LBN, letΣ denote the set of predicates of this LBN. If we map this LBN to an ICL
theory using the above mapping, then the resulting ICL theory will use a set of predicatesΣ ∪∆,
where∆ contains all the predicates that are introduced as a by-product of the mapping, namely
auxiliary predicates (Section 3.2.1.1) and base predicates (Section 3.2.2.1). For instance, in our
running example∆ is the set{hasBadGrade/1, b1/2, b2/2, b3/2}). Hence, the LBN defines a
probability distribution over possible worlds determinedby Σ, whereas the ICL theory defines a
probability distribution over possible worlds (i.e., interpretations) determined byΣ ∪∆. If we
are not interested in the predicates in∆, then we can of course derive from the ICL theory a
probability distribution over interpretations forΣ only. This can be done in the standard way,
namely by marginalisation: we sum out all predicates in∆.4 When we say that “the probability
distribution of the ICL theory obtained from our mapping is equal to the probability distribution
of the given LBN” we are referring to themarginaliseddistribution of the equivalent ICL theory.

3.3 Discussion

We want to stress that the above mapping does not simply map anLBN to whatever ICL theory
that defines the same probability distribution as the LBN. The clauses in the mapped ICL theory
in addition also express the same conditional independencies, and even the samecontext-specific
independencies[6][3, p.230], as the probability trees in the LBN.

Note that for LBNs that do not contain aggregate tests, the mapped ICL theories do not
contain aggregates either. Hence, in such cases we can use the original definition of ICL by
Poole [13]. When considering LBNs with aggregate tests, themapped ICL theories also contain
aggregates and we resort to the extension of ICL with aggregates as discussed in Section 2.1.

We have seen that each LBN can be mapped to an equivalent ICL theory. This means that the
mapping is total. On the other hand, given an ICL theory, one can also ask the question whether
there exists an LBN that maps to it. This question is relevantin the context of learning. In recent

4Let IΣ be an interpretation of the predicates inΣ. Then we have thatP (IΣ) =
P

I∆
P (IΣ ∧ I∆), where the

sum is over all possible interpretationsI∆ of the auxiliary predicates in∆.
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related work [7] we have learned ICL theories from data by learning LBNs and mapping them to
ICL theories. With this approach we can of course only learn ICL theories for which there exists
an LBN that maps to them. We call such ICL theoriesLBN-compliant. LBN-compliant ICL
theories all have a particular structure (similar to that ofthe ICL theory for our running example
shown in Section 3.2.3). However, there exist valid ICL theories that do not have this structure
and hence are not LBN-compliant (and cannot be learned with our approach [7]). This particular
structure that we are talking about is visible in both parts of the ICL theories: the clauses and
the annotated alternatives.

• For eachannotated alternativein an LBN-compliant ICL theory it holds that all atoms
in the annotated alternative 1) are built from the same predicate, and 2) have the same
non-ground arguments, with the exception of the last argument which is ground and is
different for each atom in that alternative. An example of such an annotated alternative is
{outcome(Toss, heads) = 0.5, outcome(Toss, tails) = 0.5}. In contrast, an annotated
alternative like{heads(Toss) = 0.5, tails(Toss) = 0.5} does not have this structure,
hence any ICL theory containing this alternative is not LBN-compliant.

• Theclausesin an LBN-compliant ICL theory also have a particular structure. Most impor-
tant is that the bodies of all clauses with a unifiable head have a particular structure: they
correspond to the paths in a logical decision tree, i.e., these bodies are‘tree-structured’.
If the bodies of a set of clauses are tree-structured, this implies that:

– The bodies aremutually exclusive, i.e., in any possible world at most one of them
is true (this is because all paths in a decision tree are mutually exclusive). Hence,
any ICL theory that contains two clauses with a unifiable headand bodies that are
not mutually exclusive is not LBN-compliant; this includesfor instance ICL theories
with noisy-ordependencies [3, Ch.8].

– The bodies arecovering, i.e., in any possible world at least one of them is true.

Note, however, that it is not the case that any set of bodies that are mutually exclusive
and covering is necessarily tree-structured: some sets of bodies are mutually exclusive
and covering but yet do not correspond to the paths of any decision tree (even in the
propositional case [14, Section 3.2]).

4 The Mapping from LBNs to LPADs, PRISM and ProbLog

In the previous section we have shown that each LBN can be mapped to an equivalent ICL
theory. In this section we show that there also exist mappings from LBNs to PRISM, ProbLog
and LPADs (Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions), and that these mappings are very
similar to the one for ICL.

To make the mappings to LPADs, ProbLog and PRISM total (i.e.,to ensure that each LBN
can be mapped to an equivalent LPAD, PRISM program or ProbLogprogram) we need to extend
these languages with the concept of aggregates in the same way as we did for ICL. As for
ICL, it holds that aggregates are needed only when the considered LBN also contains aggregate
tests, otherwise the LBN can be mapped to an equivalent LPAD,PRISM program or ProbLog
program without aggregates. For LPADs, the possibility of an extension with aggregates has
been mentioned before [16]. For PRISM and ProbLog, which arebased on Prolog, aggregates
could be defined in terms of meta-predicates likefindall/3 but as far as we known this is not yet
supported by neither PRISM nor ProbLog.

In the context of mapping LBNs the issue of aggregates is orthogonal to the differences
between the various DS languages (ICL, LPADs, PRISM and ProbLog). Hence we do not
discuss this issue any further in the following sections andassume that the languages of LPAD,
PRISM and ProbLog are extended with aggregates.
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4.1 The Mapping from LBNs to Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions
(LPADs)

For an introduction to LPADs, see Vennekens et al. [16]. Notethat the language ofCP-logic
is equivalent to LPADs [17]. Hence the comments below apply equally well to CP-logic as to
LPADs.

It is known that ICL is strongly related to LPADs [17, Section9.4.1]. As a consequence,each
LBN can be mapped to an equivalent LPADin almost exactly the same way as discussed for
ICL.

• Theclausesin the equivalent LPAD are exactly the same as those in the equivalent ICL
theory.

• Theprobability distribution over base atoms, which is modelled in ICL by means of anno-
tated alternatives, is modelled in LPADs using clauses witha true (‘empty’) body. There
is a direct correspondence between ICL alternatives and such clauses. For instance, the
ICL alternative{ P0(b1(S, yes)) = 0.6 , P0(b1(S, no)) = 0.4 } corresponds to the LPAD
clauseb1(S, yes) : 0.6 ∨ b1(S, no) : 0.4.

There exists at least one other way of mapping LBNs to LPADs (yielding different but equiv-
alent LPADs). Because this mapping is complicated by some rather technical issues, we do not
discuss it further.

4.2 The Mapping from LBNs to PRISM

For an introduction to PRISM, see Sato and Kameya [3, Ch.5]. The PRISM language is strongly
related to ICL. There are some differences in the assumptions made by the two languages but
these differences do not have an impact on the mapping of LBNs, see below. Apart from the dif-
ferent assumptions, the main differences between ICL and PRISM are syntactical. Hence,each
LBN can be mapped to an equivalent PRISM programin a very similar way as discussed for
ICL.

• Theclausesin the equivalent PRISM program are the same as those in the equivalent ICL
theory.

• The probability distribution over base atoms, which is modelled in ICL by means of
annotated alternatives, is modelled in PRISM by means ofmulti-ary random switches.
Each ICL alternative can be mapped straightforwardly into an equivalent multi-ary ran-
dom switch by means of themsw/3 construct in PRISM [3, Ch.5, Section 2.1].

As mentioned, there are some differences in the assumptionsmade by PRISM and ICL. On
the one hand there are some assumptions made by ICL but not by PRISM (namely about the
finiteness of the theories/programs [3, Ch.5, Section 2.1]). These assumptions are irrelevant
in the context of mapping LBNs: our main result says that eachLBN can be mapped to an
equivalent ICL theory; obviously if some restrictions of ICL are lifted, the mapping remains
valid. On the other hand, there are some assumptions made by PRISM but not by ICL [3,
Ch.5, Section 2.2]. The main such assumption in PRISM is the‘exclusiveness condition’which
requires that the different explanations of an atom are mutually exclusive. Fortunately, any
PRISM program obtained by mapping an LBN automatically satisfies this condition: the bodies
of all clauses with unifiable heads are mutually exclusive. This holds because these bodies
correspond to the different paths in a probability tree, andall paths in a decision tree are indeed
mutually exclusive.
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4.3 The Mapping from LBNs to ProbLog

For an introduction to ProbLog, see De Raedt et al. [4]. When originally introduced, the ProbLog
language did not include the concept of negation. However, in recent work [9] ProbLog has
been extended so as to deal with negative literals in clause bodies as well. The main remaining
difference between ProbLog and ICL is that ProbLog does not have the concept of annotated
alternatives. Instead, ProbLog simply associates probabilities with facts. However, ICL-like
alternatives can be simulated in ProbLog (see below). As a consequence, the languages of ICL
and ProbLog are practically equivalent.

Given the close link between ICL and ProbLog, it is not surprising thateach LBN can be
mapped to an equivalent ProbLog programin a very similar way as discussed for ICL.

• Theclausesin the equivalent ProbLog program are exactly the same as those in the equiv-
alent ICL theory.

• Theprobability distribution over base atoms(‘probabilistic atoms’ in ProbLog terminol-
ogy), which is modelled in ICL by means of annotated alternatives, is obtained in ProbLog
by means of probabilistic facts and the use of negation. For instance, the ICL alternative
{ P0(b1(S, yes)) = 0.6 , P0(b1(S, no)) = 0.4 } is modelled in ProbLog using the follow-
ing probabilistic fact and clause.

0.6 : b1(S,yes).

b1(S,no) :- not b1(S,yes).

This indeed specifies the same probability distribution over the predicateb1/2 as the ICL
alternative does.

The above shows that binary alternatives can be simulated inProbLog. For multi-ary
alternatives this is possible as well but slightly more complicated, see the example of
Kimmig et al. [9, Section 2].

5 Conclusion

We showed that there is a strong connection between the language of Logical Bayesian Networks
and languages based on the distribution semantics. Concretely, we showed that each LBN can be
mapped to an equivalent Independent Choice Logic theory (after extension of the ICL language
with aggregates). We also showed that there exist mappings from LBNs to ProbLog, PRISM and
Logic Programs with Annotated Disjunctions, and that thesemappings are very similar to the
one for ICL. In related work we have used these mappings as thebasis for a learning algorithm
for languages based on the distribution semantics [7].
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A Correctness of the Mapping from LBNs to ICL

In Section 3 we introduced a mapping from LBNs to ICL. Below weshow the correctness of this
mapping, i.e., we show that each LBN is mapped to an ICL theorythat is indeed equivalent to
the LBN. Recall from Section 3.1 that we call an ICL theory(R,A) equivalentto an LBNL if
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for each input interpretationI that is legal forL it holds that the probability distributionPLBN

of L for I is equal to the probability distributionPICL of the ICL theory(R ∪ I,A).

Proof Sketch:First, for each LBNL and each legal input interpretationI for L it holds that the
obtained ICL theory(R∪I,A) is acyclic, or at least ‘contingently acyclic’ [13, p.30]. This holds
because the dependency relation (the so-called ‘parent relation’ [5]) specified by an LBN for any
legal input interpretation is acyclic, and the ICL clauses in R directly capture this dependency
relation (there is a direct correspondence between the targets of the probability trees in the LBN
and the heads of the clauses inR, and between the parameterized random variables tested in the
internal nodes of the trees in the LBN and the literals in the bodies of the clauses inR). That the
ICL theory (R ∪ I,A) is acyclic implies that its semantics is well-defined, i.e.,that it defines a
proper probability distribution on possible worlds. We nowhave to prove that this distribution
is equal to the distribution defined by the LBNL for the input interpretationI. Concretely, we
need to prove two points: 1) to each possible world of the LBN correspond one possible world
of the ICL theory and vice versa, and 2) the probability of a possible world according to the
LBN is the same as the probability of the corresponding possible world of the ICL theory.

Part1:We need to prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between thepossible worlds
of the LBN and the possible worlds of the equivalent ICL theory. Recall that a possible world of
an LBN for an input interpretationI is a joint state of all random variables (RVs) inRV(I).

First, let us show that there is a one-to-one correspondencebetween the possible worlds of
an LBN and the total choices of the equivalent ICL theory. Concretely, given a possible world
ωLBN of an LBN, the corresponding total choice is obtained as follows. Consider a particular
RV ∈ RV(I). There is exactly one path in the probability tree for that RVthat is ‘active’ in
the worldωLBN (the path that is followed for the RV in that world). With thispath in the tree
corresponds exactly one (grounded) clause and annotated alternative in the ICL theory (this is
how we created the clauses and alternatives, recall Section3.2.2.1). From all ground base atoms
in that ground annotated alternative there is exactly one which corresponds to the observed value
of the RV in the worldωLBN (e.g. if the RV isgraduates(s1) and its value inωLBN is yes,
then the corresponding ground base atom isbi(s1, yes) wherei indicates which path in the tree
is active). For each RV∈ RV(I) we can find a corresponding ground base atom in this way.
The set of all ground base atoms obtained in this way constitute a total choice. This is the total
choice that corresponds to the possible worldωLBN .

The above shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the possible worlds
of an LBN and the total choices of the equivalent ICL theory. The ICL semantics implies a
correspondence between the total choices and the possible worlds of an ICL theory (Section 2.1).
Hence, we now have a correspondence between the possible worlds of an LBN and the possible
worlds of the equivalent ICL theory. From the above it shouldbe clear that a possible world
ωLBN of the LBN and its corresponding possible worldωICL of the ICL theory are indeed
equivalent: an RV takes a particular value (e.g.graduates(s1) is yes) inωLBN if and only if
the corresponding atom (e.g.graduates(s1, yes)) is true inωICL.

Part2:Above we established a one-to-one correspondence between the possible worlds of the
LBN and of the equivalent ICL theory. We now prove that theprobability of a possible world
according to the LBN is the same as the probability of the corresponding possible world of the
ICL theory.

The probabilityPLBN (ωLBN ) of a possible worldωLBN according to an LBN is the product
over all RVs∈ RV(I) of the probability (according to the relevant probability tree) that the
considered RV has its observed value given the observed state of its parents inωLBN . On the
other hand, the probabilityPICL(ωICL) of a possible worldωICL according the equivalent ICL
theory is defined as the probability of the corresponding total choice, which is the product of
the probabilities of all the ground base atoms that constitute this total choice. As shown above,
to the observation that an RV takes a particular value in a possible worldωLBN for the LBN
corresponds one ground base atom in the equivalent ICL theory. The probability of this ground
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base atom in the ICL theory is equal to the conditional probability (according to the relevant
probability tree in the LBN) that the RV takes that value given its parents (this equality holds
because the probabilities in the annotated alternatives inthe ICL theory were chosen to be the
same as those in the relevant leaf of the probability tree, recall Section 3.2.2.1). Hence, for each
factor in the productPLBN there is a corresponding and equal factor in the productPICL. Hence
PLBN = PICL. �
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